


Overview

• Biosecurity a Year-Round Necessity 
• Biosecurity fatigue
• Illusion of security 



• Recent EU and UK experiences with H5 HPAI
• Ongoing cases throughout the summer

• Multiple AI viruses coexisting, increased selection pressure
• Potentially 50% higher environmental survivability vs. 2015 

strain

Biosecurity a Year-Round Necessity



• Direct introductions from wild birds to domestic flocks
• Risk factors:

▪ Farm location
▪ People and traffic patterns
▪ Equipment movement and sharing
▪ Direct contact with wild birds (open air, ventilation?)
▪ Pest populations (flies, rodents, beetles)

• More research needed on physical transmission of virus from 
host to poultry

Seasonality of Avian Influenza



• HPAI outbreaks remain an annual threat:
• Diversity of virus in wild waterfowl
• Longer, more uncertain outbreak patterns
• Need better, earlier surveillance in wild bird populations

Seasonality of Avian Influenza



https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-59077-1

Humphreys, J.M., 
Ramey, A.M., Douglas, 
D.C. et al. Waterfowl 
occurrence and 
residence time as 
indicators of H5 and H7 
avian influenza in North 
American Poultry. Sci 
Rep 10, 2592 (2020). 
https://doi.org/10.1038
/s41598-020-59077-1



• On-farm daily routine
• Small missteps, big consequences
• Simple, effective processes 
• Training and compliance

Biosecurity Fatigue



• Dr. Jean-Pierre Vaillancourt, University of Montreal, Canada
• Educational and operational biosecurity studies
• Biosecurity compliance fades even with cameras present
• Emphasizes the need to train “why and how”

Biosecurity Fatigue



• Biosecurity programs are only challenged if pathogens are 
present

• No alerts given for near misses
• Period between introduction and detection or clinical signs

• Reduces ability to identify all risk factors

Illusion of Security



• Routine vaccination programs and treatments 
• Demonstrate gaps in our disease prevention and eradication
• Cost vs. benefit

• We must review, audit, and challenge our programs

Illusion of Security
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Motives & Aim

• Regular outbreaks of highly pathogenic bird flu (HPAI) in the 
Netherlands

• Persistent and ongoing threat, with major consequences

• One of the results: collaboration between AVINED, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality and 
the Dutch Society for the Protection of Animals
• aim: reducing the risk of outbreaks with highly pathogenic bird flu in 

the Netherlands

• together we can achieve more



Result: Roadmap AI

• Roadmap "Strategic approach to highly pathogenic bird flu" 
• All available knowledge is collected together

• 28 recommendations: e.g. biosecurity, monitoring and vaccination

• From practical implementations to conducting extensive research

• Combining forces on expertise, knowledge and perspectives
• Lots of communication activities 

• Extensive Dutch research



Research: innovative biosecurity measures to 
prevent Avian Influenza
• 1. Efficacy of an automated laser for 

reducing wild bird visits to free range area 
of a poultry farm
• Used laser proved 98.2% effective at keeping all species 

of wild birds away along a winter migration flyway 

• 2. Risk of airborne transmission of HPAI virus from infected wild birds 
in the environment to poultry in a poultry farm is negligible 
• Investigated by means of possibility of wild bird feces to become airborne 

in high-risk period (Oct.-March) & aerosol formation 
by expiration and sneezing of infected wild birds



Research: innovative biosecurity measures to 
prevent Avian Influenza
• 3. Investigation of Dutch AI-infected farms 2020-2021

• High alertness of farmers (e.g. by means of monitoring systems)

• Extremely high numbers of wild birds found around the infected farms

• Not all farms located in high-risk areas, but often located around 
high wild bird densities in wet areas 

• 4. Establishment of a risk network that 
specifies high risk regions in the Netherlands
• Based on bird density data of specific high risk wild birds



Research: innovative biosecurity measures to 
prevent Avian Influenza
• 5. Ongoing research into breaches of biosecurity 

by using fluorescence powders at different spots 
outside and inside the poultry farm 
(to mimmick avian influenza virus attached to 
wild bird droppings)



To conclude

• Reducing the risk of AI-outbreaks by combining forces

• One way to achieve this: conducting extensive research
• Efficacy of an automated laser

• Risk of transmitting AI-virus through the air

More information on the website of AVINED (Dutch-only)
or contact AVINED-policy advisor Sanne van Zanen (sanne.van.zanen@avined.nl)

https://www.avined.nl/thema/roadmap-strategische-aanpak-vogelgriep



